easyline

EASY LINE. THE PALAZZETTI COLLECTION
WORTH KNOWING.
Heating one’s home with a Palazzetti is a desire that everyone can fulfil. The Easy Line series offers models that satisfy the needs of who
does not want to give up on the quality of the material, the functionality and the high performance that only a Palazzetti can guarantee.
When you choose a product from the wide range offered by the Easy Line, you are taking all the quality and services of Palazzetti home
with you at a very competitive price.
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BUDAPEST

Easy Line includes a range including fireplaces,
mantelpieces and wood-stoves. Different products for different styles and characteristics,
designed to meet the different needs while
maintaining the quality standards that distinguish the entire Palazzetti production. A classic
style, country or for mantelpieces that to combine with the cast iron Easy Line fireplaces, out
and out heating systems apt to carry the heat
throughout the house.
Like the Easy Line wood-stoves, in precious
majolica, decorated by hand that allow to heat
even the near rooms and are a handy food
warmer. Versatile, beautiful and safe like only a
Palazzetti can be.

STELLA WHIT OVEN
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STELLA

FIREPLACESEASY_LINE
The range of Easy Line fireplaces includes four product lines apt to meet all the usage and heating needs. From the more basic fireplaces intended to heat the room in which they are placed and to cook food, to the more sophisticated ones apt to heat even the near
rooms up to those designed to give new life to existing fireplaces. Whatever idea you start with, Easy Line has the right solution to create
comfort and atmosphere in total safety.

PALEX
Are the basic hearths made with refractory material with a high content
of alumina ensuring an almost unlimited duration and the maximum
accumulation of heat, which is then transferred uniformly by radiation.
Ideal for heating a room and for cooking.

MONOBLOCCO
A safe and resistant hearth that develops considerable thermal power and with a separate channelling
heats homes up to 150 m2*. Functional, thanks to the comburent air control, it allows obtaining high performances and the optimization of consumptions. The size of the fireplace together with the disappearing
sliding glass, allow it to be used as a grill.

TERMOPALEX
A very versatile hearth: heats the radiators of houses above 200 m2*,
produces hot water for a whole family, it works as a heating system
on its own or integrated with an already existing one. It can also be
used as a grill.

EASY INSERT

*According to the model
and for houses built according
to the normative on energy
saving 10/91, with a thermal
requirement of 30 kcal/h/m3 and
rooms 3 metres high.

A hearth able of transforming an old smoky and scarcely functional fireplace into a real heating system that
is safe and efficient, without any need of masonry work.
Easy insert 76 may also be installed with the ventilation
kit to warm environments up more easily.
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EASY_LINEPALEX
AIR-HEATING WOOD-BURNING FOR COOKING

PALEX

SL64NEW

Dimensions

cm 74x50x116h

To install in rooms not under

m3 50

External vent

1 x Ø 20 cm

Smoke outlet

Ø 20 cm

Weight

kg 200

Flue 20x20/Ø20

h 450 cm and over

Flue 25x25/Ø25

h 350÷450 cm

Flue 30x30/Ø30

-

PALEX

SL78NEW

Dimensions

cm 88x55x139h

To install in rooms not under

m3 60

External vent

1 x Ø 20 cm

Smoke outlet

Ø 25 cm

Weight

kg 290

Flue 20x20/Ø20

h 650 cm and over

Flue 25x25/Ø25

h 450÷650 cm

Flue 30x30/Ø30

h 350÷450 cm

PALEX

SL86NEW

Dimensions

cm 100x65x133h

To install in rooms not under

m3 70

External vent

1 x Ø 20 cm

Smoke outlet

Ø 30 cm

Weight

kg 360

Flue 20x20/Ø20

h 650 cm and over

Flue 25x25/Ø25

h 500÷650 cm

Flue 30x30/Ø30

h 400÷500 cm

PALEX

SL96

Dimensions

cm 112x70x157h

To install in rooms not under

m3 70

External vent

1 x Ø 20 cm

Smoke outlet

Ø 30 cm

Weight

kg 500

Flue 20x20/Ø20

h 650÷1000 cm

Flue 25x25/Ø25

h 550÷650 cm

Flue 30x30/Ø30

h 400÷550 cm
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MONOBLOCCOEASY_LINE
AIR-HEATING WOOD-BURNING HEARTH

MONOBLOCCO

EL64 FRONT

Dimensions - Weight

cm 74x55x143h - kg 150

Global thermal power (performance)

kcal/h 11.300-kW 13

Direct thermal power (to the air)

kcal/h 4.200-kW 4,9

Performance

~76,9 %

External vent

1 x Ø 15 cm

Smoke outlet

Ø 19,6 cm

Electroventilator (optional)

80 W

Advised quantity of wood

3÷5 kg/h

MONOBLOCCO

EL64 RIGHT_LEFT

Dimensions - Weight

cm 74x52x143h - kg 150

Global thermal power (performance)

kcal/h 11.300-kW 13

Direct thermal power (to the air)

kcal/h 4.200-kW 4,9

Performance

~76,9 %

External vent

1 x Ø 15 cm

Smoke outlet

Ø 19,6 cm

Electroventilator (optional)

80 W

Advised quantity of wood

3÷5 kg/h

MONOBLOCCO

EL64 HEXAGON

Dimensions - Weight

cm 75x61x143h - kg 160

Global thermal power (performance)

kcal/h 11.300-kW 13

Direct thermal power (to the air)

kcal/h 4.200-kW 4,9

Performance

~76,9 %

External vent

1 x Ø 15 cm

Smoke outlet

Ø 19,6 cm

Electroventilator (optional)

80 W

Advised quantity of wood

3÷5 kg/h

MONOBLOCCO

EL78 FRONT

Dimensions - Weight

cm 85,5x59x162h - kg 240

Global thermal power (performance)

kcal/h 15.300-kW 17,8

Direct thermal power (to the air)

kcal/h 3.870-kW 4,5

Performance

~73,2 %

External vent

1 x Ø 15 cm

Smoke outlet

Ø 24,5 cm

Electroventilator (optional)

80 W

Advised quantity of wood

3÷6 kg/h
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EASY_LINEMONOBLOCCO
AIR-HEATING WOOD-BURNING HEARTH

MONOBLOCCO

EL78 RIGHT_LEFT

Dimensions - Weight

cm 85,5x55x166hh - kg 190

Global thermal power (performance)

kcal/h 15.300-kW 17,8

Direct thermal power (to the air)

kcal/h 3.870-kW 4,5

Performance

~73,2 %

External vent

1 x Ø 15 cm

Smoke outlet

Ø 24,5 cm

Electroventilator (optional)

80 W

Advised quantity of wood

3÷6 kg/h

MONOBLOCCO

EL78 HEXAGON

Dimensions - Weight

cm 85x55x165h - kg 190

Global thermal power (performance)

kcal/h 15.300-kW 17,8

Direct thermal power (to the air)

kcal/h 3.870-kW 4,5

Performance

~73,2 %

External vent

1 x Ø 15 cm

Smoke outlet

Ø 24,5 cm

Electroventilator (optional)

80 W

Advised quantity of wood

3÷6 kg/h

MONOBLOCCO

EL86 FRONT

Dimensions - Weight

cm 100x67x165h - kg 230

Global thermal power (performance)

kcal/h 17.200 - kW 20

Direct thermal power (to the air)

kcal/h 5.200 - kW 6

Performance

~73,7%

External vent

1 x Ø 15 cm

Smoke outlet

Ø 24,5 cm

Electroventilator (optional)

80 W

Advised quantity of wood

4÷7 kg/h

MONOBLOCCO

EL86 RIGHT_LEFT

Dimensions - Weight

cm 100x67x165h - kg 230

Global thermal power (performance)

kcal/h 17.200 - kW 20

Direct thermal power (to the air)

kcal/h 5.200 - kW 6

Performance

~73,7 %

External vent

1 x Ø 15 cm

Smoke outlet

Ø 24,5 cm

Electroventilator (optional)

80 W

Advised quantity of wood

4÷7 kg/h
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TERMOPALEXEASY_LINE
WOOD-BURNING HEARTH FOR AIR-HEATING

MONOBLOCCO_TERMOPALEX BS300 FRONT
Dimensions - Weight

cm 85x52x149h - kg 205

To install l in rooms not under

m3 130

Global thermal power (performance)

kcal/h 23.500-kW 27,4

Direct thermal power (to the water)**

kcal/h 15.800-kW 18,4

Performance

~75,6 %*

External vent

1 x Ø 15 cm

Smoke outlet

Ø 25 cm

Advised quantity of wood

3÷10 kg/h

Flue 20x20/Ø20

h 650 cm and over

Flue 25x25/Ø25

h 450÷650 cm

Flue 30x30/Ø30

h 350÷450 cm

MONOBLOCCO_TERMOPALEX BX300 FRONT
Dimensions - Weight

cm 85x52x154h - kg 250

To install l in rooms not under

m3 130

Global thermal power (performance)

kcal/h 23.500-kW 27,4

Direct thermal power (to the water)**

kcal/h 15.800-kW 18,4

Performance

~75,6 %*

External vent

1 x Ø 15 cm

Smoke outlet

Ø 25 cm

Advised quantity of wood

3÷10 kg/h

Flue 20x20/Ø20

h 650 cm and over

Flue 25x25/Ø25

h 450÷650 cm

Flue 30x30/Ø30

h 350÷450 cm
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EASY_LINEEASY_INSERT
WOOD-BURNING INSERTING HEARTH FOR AIR-HEATING

EASY INSERT

64 FRONT

Dimensions - Weight

cm 61x42x45h - kg 95

Global thermal power (performance)

kcal/h 6.800 - kW7,9

External vent

1 x Ø 15 cm

Smoke outlet

Ø 16 cm

Advised quantity of wood

2÷3 kg/h

EASY INSERT

64 RIGHT_LEFT

Dimensions - Weight

cm 61x42x45h - kg 95

Global thermal power (performance)

kcal/h 6.800 - kW7,9

External vent

1 x Ø 15 cm

Smoke outlet

Ø 16 cm

Advised quantity of wood

2÷3 kg/h

EASY INSERT

76 FRONT

Dimensions - Weight

cm 75,5x45x56h - kg 130

Global thermal power (performance)

kcal/h 10.500-kW 12,2

Performance

~73 %

External vent

1 x Ø 15 cm

Smoke outlet

Ø 20 cm

Electroventilator (optional)

350 o 680 m3/h

Advised quantity of wood

2÷4 kg/h

EASY INSERT

76 RIGHT_LEFT

Dimensions - Weight

cm 75,5x45x56h - kg 130

Global thermal power (performance)

kcal/h 10.500-kW 12,2

Performance

~73 %

External vent

1 x Ø 15 cm

Smoke outlet

Ø 20 cm

Electroventilator (optional)

350 o 680 m3/h

Advised quantity of wood

2÷4 kg/h
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STOVESEASY_LINE
SMALL DIMENSIONS, GREAT PERFORMANCES FOR THESE STOVES THAT COMBINE TO ALL THE BENEFITS OF A HEALTHY
AND SAFE HEAT WITH THE PLEASURE OF PARTICULARLY CONVENIENT PRICE.

The Easy-Line stoves are solid and resistant with reduced dimensions and compact form to be inserted harmoniously in every room.
The functioning guarantees great performances: the produced heat is distributed homogeneously thanks to the mix of two heating
principles, by irradiation and convection; the control of comburent air allows obtaining a great saving of consumptions. Covered in
enamelled majolica for a ravishing retro style, every detail has been painstakingly taken care of making these stoves stand out even in
the most modern contexts.

Section with deviator
High efﬁciency smoke circulation
in cast iron: low consumption for
a caloric output.

ALESSIA
cm 47x44x80h - weight: 120 kg
Stove with structure entirely in cast iron,
solid, resistant, covered in enamelled
majolica. Completed by a self-cleaning
glass. Extractable ash container, handle
with wooden inserts.
Global capacity: kcal/h 6.790-kW 7.9
Performance: 79.7%

Ø12

80

min 20
44

10

47

EASY_LINESTOVES
DIANA
cm 45.5x48.5x107.5h - weight: 100 kg
Metal stove with front metal inserts.
Fireproof hearth, ceramic glass with selfcleaning system. Extractable ash container
and brazier shaking system. Practical and
functional cast iron cooktop.
Global capacity: kcal/h 7.050-kW 8.2
Performance: 75.3%

107,5

48

,5

45,5

DORY
cm 45.5x47x108h - weight: 100 kg
Stove with ceramic sides and front. Cast
iron hearth, ceramic glass with selfcleaning system. Extractable ash container
and brazier shaking system. Practical and
functional cast iron cooktop.
Global capacity: kcal/h 7.050-kW 8.2
Performance: 75.3%

108

47

11

45,5

STOVESEASY_LINE
FEDERICA
WITH OVEN
cm 54x46x133h - weight: 180 kg
oven: cm 24,5x25,5x35,5
Stove with a structure entirely in cast iron
covered in enamelled majolica. Completed
by a self-cleaning glass, extractable ash
container, handle with wooden inserts and a
practical and efﬁcient oven with thermometer
for baking. The smoke circulation in the oven
allows to keep the temperature homogenous
for better baking results.
Global capacity: kcal/h 8.084-kW 9.4
Performance: 81.1%
Ø12

133

min 20
46

54

STELLA
cm 50,5x54x104h - weight: 140 kg
Stove covered in ceramic. Cast iron hearth
with self-cleaning system. Extractable ash
container and brazier shaking system.
Global capacity: kcal/h 9.000-kW 10.4
Performance: 76.2%
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EASY_LINESTOVES
STELLA
WITH OVEN
cm 50,5x54x133.5h - weight: 150 kg
oven size: cm 26x36x20h
Stove covered in ceramic. Cast iron hearth
with self-cleaning system. Extractable ash
container and brazier shaking system. It
is enriched with a practical and functional
oven with thermometer.
Global capacity: kcal/h 8.400-kW 9,8
Performance: 74%

133,5

54

50,5

VANESSA
cm 54x46x92h - weight: 150 kg
Stove with structure entirely in cast iron,
solid, resistant, covered in enamelled
majolica. Completed by a self-cleaning
glass, extractable ash container, and
handle with wooden inserts.
Global capacity: kcal/h 8.000-kW 9.3
Performance: 75.2%

Ø12

92

min 20
46

13
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COVERSEASY_LINE
The Palazzetti collection worth knowing. It is worth it because it offers a wide range of models
at very, very competitive prices. Without giving up on quality. Coverings vary for form, style
and materials, designed to complement and enhance the personality of every house and
every architectural environment: from tavern to more modern spaces, from country-style to
classical atmospheres. The Easy Line range also includes a modular program to equip the
fireplace wall, apt to furnish every area with coherence and personally. The Easy Line offer
is so diversified and articulated so it satisfies any need for style and size. For this reason we
do not offer a specific “made to measure” service because it is unnecessary and doing so
enables us to contain prices even more.

QUOTES KEY
64

The photos of the coverings of country-style fireplaces are in-

Orange palex:

66

dicative. In fact, the use of natural stone requires us to abide to

Black palex:

78

the conformation and characteristics and therefore, for exam-

Azure palex:

86

ple, the cut could differ, as well as the colour or the grain. The

Green palex:

96

lateral benches are always optional.
The asterisk indicates the version in photos.

ANCONA
cm 83x83x142h - weight: 176 kg
Made in: cement group with top and
architrave in handmade bricks. Solid pine
beam walnut colour.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Palex J50

75

142

Available in the version: corner

83

83

Red palex:

14

EASY_LINECOVERS
PROGRAM
AMBURGO
Modular program made in: White
Mediterranean marble glossy with top and
inserts in glossy Coral Pink.
The beams and wall units are in walnut
veneered wood.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range 78
Available in the version:

38

110

consult the retailer.

84

137

Amburgo is a modular program where the fireplace element can be completed by various furnishing elements, devised to be easily
modulated in an already existing architectural context, guaranteeing excellent results. The range of solutions obtainable by combining
the various modules is very wide.

BASE MODULES
Made in white Mediterranean glossy marble with skirting and top in glossy coral rose marble.

ANGULAR MODULE

FIXED TERMINAL
MODULE

FIXED MODULE

TERMINAL
EXTRACTABLE
MODULE

WALL UNIT MODULES
The modules are made in veneered walnut wood with crystal shelves.

SINGLE DOORS

SINGLED SHOWCASE

DOUBLE DOORS

SHELVES MADE IN WALNUT
VENEERED WOOD

15

EXTRACTABLE
MODULE

COVERSEASY_LINE

*= version shown in the photo

ANDRIA TOTAL
cm 123x77x97h - weight: 280 kg
Made in: Trani marble lopped and spaced,
Glossy Asiago Red top. Pine bean in
walnut colour.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range 64

34

97

Available in the version: totally encased*

77

123

ANDRIA CORNER
cm 113.5x113.5x97h - weight: 200 kg
Made in: Trani marble lopped and spaced,
Glossy Asiago Red top. Pine bean in
walnut colour.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range 64

11
3

,5

34

97

Available in the version: corner*
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EASY_LINECOVERS
ANVERSA
TOTAL HEXAGON
cm 151x96x104h
Made in: White Mediterranean marble
glossy with top and inserts in Asiago Red.
Solid pinewood beam walnut colour.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range 64 Exa*, range
78 Exa*
Available in the version: totally encased*
- corner - with/without * bench

ANVERSA TOTAL
cm 153x84x112,5h - weight: 290 kg
Made in: White Mediterranean marble
glossy with top and inserts in Asiago Red.
Solid pine wood beam walnut colour.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range 78 - Ecoﬁre to
be inserted*
Available in the version: totally encased*
- corner - with/without * bench
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COVERSEASY_LINE

*= version shown in the photo

ANVERSA DIAGONAL CORNER
cm 124x124x112,5h - weight: 175 kg
Made in: White Mediterranean marble glossy with top and inserts in Asiago Red. Solid pine wood beam walnut
colour.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range 78* - Ecoﬁre to be inserted*
Available in the version: totally encased - corner* - with*/without bench

ANVERSA TOTAL L45

ANVERSA CORNER HEXAGON
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EASY_LINECOVERS
AURONZO
cm 135x84x88h
Made in: ﬂamed Medea stone,
or brushed Egyptian Yellow. With elevation
in white bush hammered stone.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range 78
Available in the version: totally encased

32

88

- corner*

84

135

BUDAPEST
cm 161x84x88h
Made in: ﬂamed Medea stone,
or brushed Egyptian Yellow. With elevation
in white bush hammered stone.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Palex: Range 78
Available in the version: totally encased

32

88

- corner*

84

161
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COVERSEASY_LINE

*= version shown in the photo

CORDOBA TOTAL
cm 153x84x115h - weight: 380 kg
Made in: antique-ﬁnish Soleado marble
with cement spacing and top and
architrave in glossy White Mediterranean
marble. Solid pine beam walnut colour.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range 78 - Ecoﬁre to
be inserted*
Available in the version: totally encased*
- corner - with*/without bench

CORDOBA ROUND
cm 110x110x115h - weight: 200 kg
Made in: antique-ﬁnish Soleado marble
with cement spacing and top in glossy
White Mediterranean marble.
Solid pine beam walnut colour.
Usable ﬁreplaces: B80* - C80
Available in the version: corner*
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EASY_LINECOVERS
CORDOBA
DIAGONAL CORNER
cm 124x124x109,5h - peso: 230 kg
Made in: antique-ﬁnish Soleado marble
with cement spacing and top in glossy
White Mediterranean marble. Solid pine
beam walnut colour.
Usable ﬁreplaces: MBL 66 Exa-78 Exa*
- MBL Termopalex 78 Exa - Palex 78 Exa
Available in the version: totally encased

11

3,

1

117,5

- corner* - with/without * bench

DRESDA
cm 109x109x119h
Made in: entirely technical stone that is ﬁne
cement material with natural oxides; the
effect is spaced brick for top and architrave
and irregular stone for elevations and walls.
Beam in veneered wood walnut colour
Usable ﬁreplaces: Palex B80, C80

10

9

21

10

9

46

119

Available in the version: corner*

COVERSEASY_LINE

*= version shown in the photo

LIPSIA
cm 109x109x119h
Made in: entirely technical stone that is ﬁne
cement material with natural oxides; the
effect is spaced brick for top and architrave
and dry lay stone for elevations and walls.
Beam in veneered wood walnut colour.
Usable ﬁreplaces: B80* - C80

10

9

10

9

46

119

Available in the version: corner*

LIONE
cm 153x82x114h
Made in: bushhammered white stone
with top and architrave in bricks. Beam in
veneered wood walnut colour.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range 64* - Range 78*
- Ecoﬁre to be inserted
Available in the version: totally encased*
- corner - diagonal corner
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EASY_LINECOVERS
LUGANO
cm 153x82x116h
Made in: bushhammered white stone with
top and architrave in bricks. Veneered
wood walnut colour beam.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range 78

43

116

Available in the version: totally encased

82

153

MANTOVA
cm 124x124x109,5h
Made in: Yellow Quartzite spaced with
white glossy Mediterranean top.
Beam in veneered wood walnut colour.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range Exa 78

12

4

23

12

4

42

109,5

Available in the version: diagonal corner*

COVERSEASY_LINE

*= version shown in the photo

MARSALA
cm 134x84x110h
Made in: technical stone with antique-style
Royal yellow top and architrave. Beam in
veneered wood walnut colour.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range 78
Available in the version: totally encased*

37

110

- diagonal corner

84

134

MONTEFELTRO
cm 141x84x116h
Made in: lopped Asiago Red marble
spaced with glossy Asiago Red marble.
Pine wood beam walnut colour.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range 78
Available in the version: corner* -

41

116

totally encased

84

141
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EASY_LINECOVERS
OTRANTO TOTAL
cm 142,4x95x106,5h
Made in: bushhammered white stone,
glossy white or pearl pink marble top.
Veneered walnut wood beam.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range Exa 64 - Range
Exa 78*
Available in the version: totally encased

40

106,5

- corner

95

142,4

OTRANTO CORNER
cm 107,5x107,5x101,5h
Made in: bushhammered white stone,
glossy white or pearl pink marble top.
Veneered walnut wood beam.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range Exa 64* - Range
Exa 78
Available in the version: totally encased

40

101,5

- corner*.

107,5

107,5
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COVERSEASY_LINE

*= version shown in the photo

PARENZO CORNER
DIAGONAL TRANI
cm 127x127x110h
Made in: Trani lopped cement spaced
marble, glossy Asiago Red marble top
Veneered wood walnut colour beam.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range 78* - Ecoﬁre to
be inserted - Range 96*
Available in the version: corner with
one*/two benches - corner for Ecoﬁre with
one/two benches.

PARENZO CORNER
DIAGONAL ASIAGO RED
cm 127x127x110h
Made in: Asiago Red lopped marble
cement spaced, white glossy marble top.
Veneered wood walnut colour beam.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range 78 - Range 96*
- Ecoﬁre to be inserted
Available in the version: corner 78*- 96
with/without one*/two benches - corner for
Ecoﬁre with/without one/two benches
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EASY_LINECOVERS
PRAGA
cm 140x5x80h
Made in: ﬂamed Medea stone or brushed
Egyptian Yellow.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range 78
Available in the version: wall

80

3

5

62

variabile

56

140

140

ROVIGNO CORNER
cm 137x84x111h
Made in: Trani lopped spaced with glossy
Alpine walnut top and architrave. Beam in
solid pine wood walnut colour.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range 78*, Range 86*,
Range 96*
Available in the version: totally encased
- corner* - with*/without bench
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COVERSEASY_LINE

*= version shown in the photo

ROVIGNO TOTAL
cm 153x84x111h
Made in: Trani lopped spaced with glossy
Alpine walnut top and architrave. Beam in
solid pine wood walnut colour.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range 78*, Range 86*,
Range 96*
Available in the version: totally encased*
- corner - with*/without bench

ROVIGNO CORNER
DIAGONAL
cm 127x127x111h
Made in: Trani lopped spaced with glossy
Alpine walnut top and architrave. Veneered
wood walnut colour beam.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range 78*, Range 86,
Range 96
Available in the version: totally encased
- corner – diagonal corner* - with/without
* bench
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EASY_LINECOVERS
SALONICCO
cm 108x82x93h
Made in: White glossy Mediterranean
marble with glossy Asiago Red marble top
and inserts. Veneered wood walnut colour
beam. All versions are reversible.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range 64*
Available in the version: corner* - with/
without * bench

TUNISI
cm 137x84x115h
Made in: antique-style Soleado marble with
cement spaces glossy white Mediterranean
marble top. Veneered wood walnut colour
beam.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range 64*, Range 78*
Available in the version: corner* - with*/
without bench
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COVERSEASY_LINE

*= version shown in the photo

ZAGABRIA
cm 127x127x115h
Made in: technical stone, glossy Asiago
Red top and architrave. Veneered wood
walnut colour beam.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range 78*
Available in the version: diagonal corner*

121,7

12

7

42

115
56

- with*/without bench

179,7

ZARA TOTAL
cm 153x84x111h
Made in: Asiago Red marble with cement
space, glossy white Mediterranean marble
top. Veneered wood walnut colour beam.
All versions are reversible.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range 78* - Range 86*
- Range 96*
Available in the version: totally encased*
- corner - diagonal corner - with*/without
bench
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EASY_LINECOVERS
ZARA CORNER
DIAGONAL
cm 127x127x111h
Made in: Asiago Red Marble spaced with
cement, glossy white Mediterranean marble
top. Veneered wood walnut colour beam.
All versions are reversible.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range 78* - Range 86
- Range 96
Available in the version: totally encased
- corner - diagonal corner* - with/without
* bench

ZARA CORNER
cm 137x84x111h
Made in: Asiago Red marble with cement
space, glossy white Mediterranean marble
top. Veneered wood walnut colour beam.
All versions are reversible.
Usable ﬁreplaces: Range 78* - Range 86*
- Range 96*
Available in the version: totally encased
- corner* - diagonal corner - with*/without
bench
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WARMTH WITH NATURAL APPEAL

Palazzetti Lelio S.p.a.
internet: www.palazzetti.it
e-mail: comm.int@palazzetti.it
Contact our forum to exchange ideas,
opinions and suggestions with us
and with all those who have chosen
Palazzetti’s heat:
http://forum.palazzetti.it

The manufacturer is not responsible for any mistakes or inaccuracies contained in this catalogue and is entitled to make any modifications deemed necessary to meet
technical or commercial reqiurements at any time and without giving prior notice.

